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ABSTRACT 
Stacking interactions were once considered as an exclusive feature of 
aromatic molecules. Nowadays, some non-aromatic systems are known to 
form this type of interactions. Study of crystal structures of resonance-
assisted hydrogen-bridged rings reveals that rings are in parallel alignment, 
with interplane distances mostly between 3.0 and 4.0 Å, which is typical for 
stacking interactions. Interaction energies are calculated on dimers in the 
gas phase by quantum chemical methods. Interactions can be much stronger 
than stacking interactions in benzene dimer (-2.7 kcal/mol), since the 
strongest calculated interactions reach 4.8 kcal/mol. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Stacking interactions are among the most studied non-covalent interactions, 
commonly found in biological systems, including higher level of 
organization of biomolecules and molecular recognition processes. These 
interactions can also be useful in material design. 

Small aliphatic molecules can form stacking interactions of the strength 
comparable with the strength of aromatic molecules of similar size [1]. 
Stacking interaction in heterodimer of benzene and cyclohexane is stronger 
than stacking interaction in the corresponding homodimers [2, 3, 4]. 
Stacking interactions of planar non-aromatic species can be much stronger 
than stacking of aromatic molecules. For example, planar chelate rings with 

-bonds can form quite strong stacking interactions mutually 
and with C6-aromatic rings [5]. 

Hydrogen-bridged rings can act as classical rings, formed only by 
covalent bonding. For example, quasi-chelate rings can interact with CH-
groups in a manner analogous to CH-
Stacking interactions of hydrogen-bridged rings with only single bonds in 
the ring were studied in our previous work [7, 8, 9]. Stacking interactions of 
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resonance-assisted hydrogen-bridged rings were observed in crystal 
structures [10]. In this work we systematically studied stacking interactions 
of resonance-assisted hydrogen-bridged rings and compared them with 
previously studied stacking interactions of hydrogen-bridged rings [7, 8 , 9].  
 
METHODOLOGY 
Stacking interactions of hydrogen-bridged rings have been systematically 
studied by analyzing crystal structures in Cambridge Structural Database 
(CSD) and by quantum chemical calculations on dimers in the gas phase. 
Model systems for the calculations are based on the CSD search, since 
interaction energies are calculated on dimers of molecules whose derivatives 
are the most frequently found in CSD. 
 

 
           

Figure 1. A system of resonance-assisted hydrogen-bridged rings studied 
by CSD search  

 
All rings in the search were planar and all covalent bonds are set to be 

acyclic. Donor and acceptor atoms, corresponding to intramolecular 
hydrogen bonds, include N, O and S atoms. Search was limited to six-
membered resonance-assisted hydrogen-bridged rings, due to their 
abundance in crystal structures. Contacts with centroid distances (d) not 
larger than 4.5 Å were analyzed (Figure 1). 

Calculations of potential energy curves were performed by methods that 
showed good agreement with CCSD(T)/CBS method. Interaction energies 
for the geometries corresponding to the curves minima were calculated at 
CCSD(T)/CBS level. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Large majority of contacts in crystal structures of resonance-assisted 
hydrogen-bridged rings are parallel contacts (91%), similar to saturated 
hydrogen-bridged rings (86%)[7]. In case of contacts between saturated 
hydrogen bridged rings and aromatic rings the percentage of parallel 
orientation is smaller, 45% [9].  
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Most of structures with parallel contacts have interplanar distances in the 
range between 3.0 and 4.0 Å, which is a characteristic of stacking 
interactions. Contacts in crystal structures of resonance-assisted hydrogen-
bridged rings are mostly antiparallel, since absolute values of torsion angles 
D1 1 2D2 and A1 1 2A2 (Figure1) are mostly in the range from 160° to 
180°. 

Interaction energies of resonance-assisted hydrogen-bridged rings are 
calculated on homodimers of cis-3-hydroxyacrolein, cis-3-aminoacrolein 
and Z-2-hydrazinylidenacetaldehyde molecules. The most stable geometries, 
that are observed for cis-3-aminoacrolein dimer and Z-2-
hydrazinylidenacetaldehyde dimer are parallel-displaced, like in the benzene 
dimer, while the most stable observed geometry of cis-3-hydroxyacrolein 
dimer is sandwich geometry. The interaction energies, together with 
previously calculated energies of stacking interactions of saturated 
hydrogen-bridged rings, mutually and with C6-aromatic rings, are shown in 
Table 1. 

 
Table 1. The strongest calculated interaction energies of hydrogen-

bridged ring systems 
 

Model-system Interaction energy (kcal/mol) 
2-methylidenecarbothioamide dimera -4.89 

2-methylidenecarbothioamide/ 
benzeneb 

-4.38 

cis-3-hydroxyacrolein dimer -4.35 
cis-3-aminoacrolein dimer -4.76 

Z-2-hydrazinylidenacetaldehyde 
dimer 

-2.20 

a model system for mutual interactions of saturated hydrogen-bridged 
rings [7] 

b model system for interactions of saturated hydrogen-bridged rings and 
C6-aromatic rings [9] 
 
CONCLUSION 
A systematic study of crystal structures of resonance-assisted hydrogen-
bridged rings reveals that these systems can form stacking interactions. 
Quantum chemical calculations show that the mutual positions of molecules 
in crystals are not only a consequence of packing, since the interaction 
energies are significant. The interactions are stronger than stacking 
interactions in benzene dimer and comparable with interactions of saturated 
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hydrogen-bridged rings. Relatively large interaction energies make stacked 
hydrogen-bridged rings promising building blocks in supramolecular 
systems. 
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